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Dear Visitors,
In this leaflet we will offer you the most interesting cycling
routes in the Podyjí/Thayatal National Parks. As you wander
through Podyjí, you will meet a landscape little influenced
by human activity. Therefore, keep your eyes and souls
open – you will be rewarded with a deep and unforgettable
experience, a feeling of harmony with nature, the touch of
peace and tranquillity.
Although Podyjí is the smallest national park in the Czech
Rep., it has plenty to offer. There are 68 km of marked cycling
trails on the Czech side and 66 km on the Austrian side.
The trails are designed to allow cyclists to experience the
nature in this internationally significant protected area on
the Dyje river, as well as the pleasant cultural landscapes,
historical monuments, picturesque towns and villages in the
borderlands of Znojemsko and Retzerland.
Every trail is marked with its name, length and level of difficulty. Difficulty 1 trails are suitable for seniors and families
with small children; Difficulty 2 indicates half-day trips of
medium difficulty; Difficulty 3 trails are demanding trails for
experienced cyclists who want to spend all day in Podyjí.
This publication does not intend to, and cannot replace
a quality cycling map or guidebook, which more demanding tourists can also easily buy.
We wish you luck in choosing your trail, beautiful weather, a pleasant stay in the national park and a safe return.
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Vienna – Prague Long Distance Cycle
Trail (350 km, of which 18 km are in Podyjí NP,
Difficulty 2)
Vienna • Šatov • Devět mlýnů • Šobes • Lukov • Čížov • Lesná •
Švýcarská zátoka • Vranov nad Dyjí • Podmyče • Prague
The main cycling trail passes in a north-westerly direction
through the whole of Podyjí NP and is part of the Vienna –
Prague Long Distance Cycle Trail. Cyclists must expect several difficult downhill sections and a demanding climb at the
Šobes locality.

Vantage Point Route from
Znojmo and back (31 km, Difficulty 2)
Znojmo • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Andělský mlýn Mill •
former Mašovice Shooting Range • Podmolí • Šobes • Devět
mlýnů • Havraníky Heathland • Kraví hora • Znojmo
This route will introduce you to all of the important tourist
and natural attractions in the NP. On this trip, cyclists will
visit heathlands, cross the deep valley of the Dyje at Devět
mlýnů, pass the last historical mill in Podyjí, enjoy the silence
of deep forests and enjoy the wonderful views from Králův
stolec and Šobes.
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1 View from the Hardegg vantage point over the town
of Hardegg
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2 Chateau in Vranov nad Dyjí with its monumental Hall
of the Ancestors
3 Palette of colours on the heathland in autumn
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Trip to the Sealsfieldův kámen
Vantage Point (8 km, Difficulty 1)
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Eight(y) for Fit Cyclists (82 km, Difficulty 3)

Popice • Sealsfieldův kámen Vantage Point • Havraníky Heathland • Havraníky • Popická kaple Chapel • Popice

Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Podmolí •
U milíře • Lukov • Čížov • border crossing • Hardegg • Felling
• border crossing • Podmyče • Vranov • Ledové sluje (Ice Caves) • Čížov • border crossing • Merkersdorf • Heiliger Stein •
border crossing • Hnanice • Devět mlýnů • heatland • Popice
• Kraví hora • Znojmo

This ride will lead you to the breathtaking vantage point above the Dyje river canyon, often visited by Karl Postl, a native
of Popice, before his journey to America – he later became
a famous writer under the pen name of Charles Sealsfield.
The pleasant trail is fringed by forest stands and extensive
heathlands near Havraníky and Popice and is also suitable
for families with small children.

Circular route for fit cyclists who want to visit the natural,
historical and tourist attractions of the bilateral Podyjí – Thayatal NP in one day.

Vranov n/D – Riegersburg Circular Trail
(42 km, Difficulty 3)

Trip to Nový Hrádek and back

Vranov • Podmyče • Šafov • Riegersburg • Felling • Hardegg •
Čížov • Lesná • Švýcarská zátoka • Vranov

(6 km, Difficulty 1)
Příčky • ruins of Nový Hrádek Castle • Příčky

This route links Vranov nad Dyjí and Riegersburg in Austria –
famous for its wonderful Baroque chateau. History lovers
will certainly also visit the monumental Medieval castle at
Hardegg. Cyclists can expect several long and demanding
climbs on the route.

The turning at Příčky will lead cyclists to the romantic ruins
of Nový Hrádek Castle with its breathtaking views into the
Dyje canyon in the central part of Podyjí NP. This is a popular
family trip.
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4 Charles Sealsfield is followed to his vantage point
by countless tourists
5 Baroque chateau in Riegersburg

6 Picturesque roofs in the Austrian village of Merkersdorf
7 Courtyard at Nový Hrádek
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Visitor Safety
Several serious injuries to cyclists are recorded in Podyjí NP
every year. So please remember that the trails in Podyjí are
not racetracks and respect other visitors. Every cyclist should
wear a helmet and keep their bicycle in good technical condition. Careful riding should also be a matter of course. The
Podyjí NP territory contains a dense network of signs with
the inscription “Pomoc v nouzi” (Help in Difficulty) which
give phone numbers for the emergency services. If you get
into difficulty, the Ambulance Service, Police or Fire Brigade
can find you at these help points.
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Podyjí – Thayatal National Park Circuit
(36 km, Difficulty 3)
Hnanice • Devět mlýnů • Šobes • Lukov • Čížov • border crossing • Hardegg • Merkersdorf • Niederfladnitz • Heiliger Stein
• border crossing • Hnanice
The most popular Czech - Austrian cycle route runs through
the central part of Podyjí NP. In Austria it passes through the
surroundings of Thayatal NP.
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Self-service
System
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Border Crossings
and the Schengen Area
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Cyklo Klub Kučera from Znojmo has established 22 contact
points in Znojemsko district as part of the “Technical and First
Aid Points” project. This system has offered help to cyclists in
difficulty since 2003. The contact points are equipped with
a first aid case and a case with basic cycle repair materials.
This help is offered free of charge. The following contact points are in or around Podyjí NP: 1. Spálený mlýn Pub in Gránice Valley, Znojmo, 2. Znovín Znojmo Wine-tasting Kiosk at
Šobes, 3. Znovín Znojmo Wine-tasting Kiosk near Havraníky.
4. U Všetečků Pub in Lukov, 5. Podyjí NP Visitor’s Centre in
Čížov, 6. Vranov nad Dyjí Information Centre, 7. U Rybníka
Pub in Podmolí, 8. Na Kopci Pub in Konice, 9. Cyclotourist Information and Service Centre in Znojmo and 10. Thayatal NP
Nationalparkhaus near Hardegg. Yellow direction signs will
lead you to the nearest contact point.

In Podyjí NP the Dyje river forms the state border for a distance of 25 km. The river may only be crossed by the border
bridge between Čížov and Hardegg. Both sides of the river
lay in the First Zones of Podyjí/Thayatal NP. In order to protect the nature it is forbidden to leave the marked tourist
trails. The border of the Podyjí NP First Zone is marked by
two red stripes or by informative signs.
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8 Heiliger Stein is a place of many legends
9 The Self-service system helps cyclists in the national park
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10 Help in Difficulty sign
11 The NP border is marked by signs with the Czech coat
of arms
12 The First Zone is marked by red stripes and informative signs

Always respect the rule “walkers have priority” » walkers
are more vulnerable and move much more slowly. Especially small children may be endangered by fast cycling.
Always slow down when you pass walkers!
Do not pick any plants or fruits, do not disturb the animals
» only take the views of plants and animals away in your
hearts.
Camping, bivouacking and starting fires on the NP territory are forbidden » every civilised visitor knows that he
is only a guest in the nature of the NP. Only the animals
and plants have the right of residence here. Please respect
their natural environment, which is endangered by our civilisation.
There are no marked cycle trails in Thayatal NP. Entry to
the forests there is strictly forbidden. However, there is
a dense network of marked trails leading along pleasant
country roads with little traffic. Three of these routes pass
through the territory of both states.

Walkers and cyclists may also cross the state border in the
Podyjí NP Buffer Zone on the Hnanice – Heiliger Stein and
Podmyče – Felling marked trails and the border crossing on
the Hnanice – Mitterretzbach road.

Information System
You will find 26 wooden information panels of the Terrain
Information System at the most interesting localities in the
NP. Further information can be obtained at the Podyjí NP Visitor’s Centre in Čížov and the Thayatal NP Nationalparkhaus
on the edge of the forest by the road leading to Hardegg.

We request that visitors to Podyjí NP accept the restrictions arising from the visitor regulations as their small
sacrifice, in order to protect the wonderful nature in Podyjí.
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We thank you and wish you many unforgettable experiences in the landscape of the two national parks.
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Nature Protection and Visitor
Regulations

Podyjí National Park Administration
Na Vyhlídce 5, 669 01 Znojmo
tel.: +420 515 226 722, e-mail: info@nppodyji.cz
www.nppodyji.cz

In order to protect the nature in the NP, visitors must accept
certain rules of behaviour, which are set out in the visitor
regulations. The following limitations are enforced in the
whole of Podyjí NP:
Only use marked or designated cycle trails for your cycle
rides » directed visitor movement is an agreement, which
helps to protect nature.
Cycling trails are marked in red, blue or green on a yellow
background » in the interests of the safety of walkers, do
not ride on marked walking trails.

Podyjí National Park Visitor Centre
Čížov 176, 671 02 Šumná
tel.: +420 515 291 630, e-mail: infocentrum@nppodyji.cz
Nationalpark Thayatal
Nationalparkhaus, A-2082 Hardegg
tel.: +43 2949 7005, e-mail: office@np-thayatal.at
www.np-thayatal.at
Author: Petr Lazárek; Photography: Petr Lazárek, Michal Schneider (2), Christian Übl (14);
Published by Podyjí National Park Administration in October, 2013; Graphic design:
Atelier FGT s.r.o. ; Translator: Alan Leath
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13 Podyjí National Park Administration Visitor´s Centre
in Čížov
14 Thayatal Nationalparkhaus near Hardegg
15 Trail markings for cyclists
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